
Hi



I studied: 
philosophy, design, business, and computer science.



I studied: 
business, computer science, philosophy, and design.



Two of my favorite books about this



The story of Wozniak and HP



“The stories we tell ourselves about the world are true,  
until they are wrong.”



The story of Kiva



The story of Kiva



What’s the story of business?



The current story of business



Is this story true?



Who else?



Climbing ethos at Patagonia

We know that our business activity – 
from lighting stores to dyeing shirts – 
creates pollution as a by-product. So 
we work steadily to reduce those 
harms. We use recycled polyester in 
many of our clothes and only organic, 
rather than pesticide-intensive, cotton. 

- Patagonia Mission Statement



Recycling at Preserve

Our mission is to help reduce the harm 
caused by the industrial age by 
demonstrating that consumer products 
can be both fabulous and lighter on the 
earth. 

- Preserve mission



One-for-One at TOMS

At TOMS, we believe we can improve 
people's lives through business. With 
every product you purchase, TOMS will 
help a person in need. 

- TOMS mission



Winning at Mozilla

“Sometimes I think the concept of 
winning gets lost or feels wrong or 
doesn’t fit with our values… but I’m 
here to win. I want the internet to have 
certain values.  

I’m not here to be nice - I hope that we 
don’t think our values mean it’s ok to be 
mushy and not succeed.” 

- Mitchell Baker, MozCamp Berlin 2011



Long-term thinking at Seventh Generation

Business has the power to spark a 
movement that can transform an entire 
industry. That's why we champion 
honesty, responsibility and radical 
transparency in commerce. 

- Seventh Generation mission

"In our every deliberation, we must 
consider the impact of our decisions 
on the next seven generations.” 
 -The Constitution of the Iroquois



Treating you better at Lyft

We imagine a world where cities feel 
small again. Where transportation and 
tech bring people together, instead of 
apart. We see the future as community-
driven — and it starts with you. 

- Lyft mission



How?



Mission Driven Differentiation 
(A Competitive Advantage Model)

Your Story

Mission Product Advantage



Compare

Your Story

Mission Product Advantage

Mission Product Advantage

VS



Mission is not enough. 

What makes you different? Tell that story in your 
marketing and product experience.



Tell the story: Preserve



Tell the story: Mozilla



Tell the story: Lyft



Tell the story: TOMS



Service Design



Tell the story: Service Design touchpoints

A touchpoint is a point of interaction 
involving a specific human need in a 
specific time and place. 

- Adaptive Path

Un-Sucking the Touchpoint by Chris Risdon



Tell the story: Service Design touchpoints

A human-centered focus on the point 
of interaction where you deliver value 
to the end user.

end user

value

value

value

point of sale

use of product

disposal of product

story

story story



Tell the story: even where you least expect



Companies can make money and be ethical. 

Your write the future stories of business



Cheat Sheet

• What assumptions do we make about the 
world that fuel the stories we tell? 
➡“The stories we tell ourselves about the 

world are true, until they are wrong.” 

• What makes you different? Tell that story 
in your marketing and product experience. 
➡Touchpoints 

• Companies can make money and be ethical.

Your Story

Mission Product Advantage end user

value
value

valuestory

story story



This is not just one week.



seanbolton.me


